PUNK WHIZ 22

ANIL
Perth, Australia

This is the last pun quiz, at least for awhile. Just over half are fillers modified from *How to Double the Meaning of Life* or from anonymous cryptic crosswords etc. The rest are new, as usual.

1. The Queen had a p and got pregnant. (“So that’s how it’s done,” she said.) (7)
2. two (7)
3. where large white low life waterbirds gather to drink or enter the water (4 4)
4. peak irk (5)
5. the unquestioning congregation—and head gear they wear at church (5 4)
6. stingy ray (5 5)
7. the capacity to lie repeatedly until the lie achieves acceptance (2  9)
8. not half bad (3 3)
9. orange people, to whom xenophobes would deny civil status (5 5)
10. a beast of burden (4)
11. scientific trailblazing—they help work out the deep shit (6 1)
12. brainwashed by TV (10)
13. The Lone Ranger’s speedy horse? (No, the other one.) (6)
14. make-up a set of rules (12)
15. Wear holey socks and a “sew what?” attitude. (4 4  1 4.)——
16. creative misbehaviour (8 3)
17. when Hester Prynne was declared an adulteress (3 6 3)
18. neurotic fear of movies (6 7)
19. When it falls nothing breaks until half a day later. (5)
20. the end as an end in itself (10)
21. saying I, me and my a lot in a job application (8 10)
22. They come round in layers. (4)
23. throw a tantrum when your beer goes flat (4 4 4)
24. the mad rush to pay the Piper (3 4)
25. A projectile for rubbing someone out? (6 6)
26. eating binge, cramming this in (4 5)
27. rob a drunken relative (of tobacco?) (4-4-3)
28. what prejudiced moderators do (3 4)
29. silverfish drama in a pun dictionary (4 2 5)——
30. a jazz joint session got congested (3 3)
31. digitally truthful word, a real handful (5 8)
32. your obligation not to live forever (5 4)
33. crude barnyard humour, a ‘moo mot’ (3 3)
34. a cure for being beside yourself’ (7 5 2 8)
35. big, pugnacious packaging worker (5 6 5)
36. Tom Thumb in the operating theatre (5 7)——